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Bees and flowers everywhere, summer 
fragrance in the air. It is time to stay out all 
evening with friends and just play. And then 
play some more. The days seem endless 
and too good to leave …

Let´s play
– in the summer life is sweet
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Responsible 
production 
The clothes is:
100% organic cotton.
100% certified organic producers
90% SA8000 certified producers 
The remaining 10% is BSCI certified 
100% Oeko-Tex 100® certified
The socks are:
100% Oeko-Tex 100® certified
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A collection of playful designs, as children like to 
play. Always. Everywhere. The designs from UBANG 
inspire exactly that. Makes playing more fun. More 
creative. Makes playing an integrated part of 
friendships and family life. Always. Everywhere.

Spring/Summer 2018





Playful  urban  life, bees, beetles and flowers, along-
side with footballs, unicorns and a single whale.  
The collection includes our beloved elephant. 
No collection from UBANG without this fine motif.
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The colors are soft and full of light. From the finest 
pearl pink and misty lilac to a summer blush, red 
and a quirky yellow that brings our memory back 
in time. Varies shades of blue has got company 
from a deep mos green, desert sand and a bold 
stripe. All accompanied by the forever classic 
grey mélange. 

Colors ...
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Seasons change – but UBANG designs always 
inspire playing and always bring the beloved 
elephant motive to market

Fashion is fashion. It changes season after 
season. UBANG loves that. New colours. New  
patterns. But one thing never changes:  
A UBANG style incorporates the possibility of 
play and laughter. Always. Because children 
like to play. Everywhere.
 

Elephants ...







UBANG ...
The styles from UBANG are designed in 
Copenhagen, the capital of Denmark. A city 
that in recent years has improved the space 
for playful urban life: new bicycle highways 
and water so clean that both children and 
their adults go bathing in the harbour.



The baby collection

Baby pants

Baby elephant tee

Baby tractor tee

Baby bloomers

Baby elephant onesie

Bear overall Baby sweat pants

Striped body

Cross stitch baby onesie

Baby body
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Baby body Baby frill bloomers

Baby bee tee

Cross stitch baby onesie

Baby flower dress

Baby leggings

Giraffe suit

Baby elephant onesie

Baby pants

Baby elephant tee



The boys collection 2-8 yr

Kids shorts

Elephant tee

Sassy gorilla tee

Big maschine tee

Ram tee

Tractor tee



Basket tee

Harvester tee

Beetle tee

Football sweatKids sweat pants

Holiday sock Lion sock Shark sock Racoon sock



The girls collection 2-8 yr

Elephant frill tee

Bumble bee tee

Unicorn tee

Flower cardigan

Frill bird tee

Kids shorts Girls frill shorts

Girls skirtElephant tee
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Whale dress

Flower suit

Cat smock dress

Daisy dress

Girls frill leggings

Girls leggings

Sun sock Lady bird sock Foxy sock Unicorn sock Swan sock



www.ubang.dk

Contact:
Germany: de@ubang.dk
Denmark: sales@ubang.dk
Sweden: se@ubang.dk
Norway: no@ubang.dk
Spain: es@ubang.dk
All other: sales@ubang.dk
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